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            Abstract
X-ray tomography is an invaluable tool in biomedical imaging. It can deliver the three-dimensional internal structure of entire organisms as well as that of single cells, and even gives access to quantitative information, crucially important both for medical applications and for basic research1,2,3,4. Most frequently such information is based on X-ray attenuation. Phase contrast is sometimes used for improved visibility but remains significantly harder to quantify5,6. Here we describe an X-ray computed tomography technique that generates quantitative high-contrast three-dimensional electron density maps from phase contrast information without reverting to assumptions of a weak phase object or negligible absorption. This method uses a ptychographic coherent imaging approach to record tomographic data sets, exploiting both the high penetration power of hard X-rays and the high sensitivity of lensless imaging7,8,9. As an example, we present images of a bone sample in which structures on the 100â€‰nm length scale such as the osteocyte lacunae and the interconnective canalicular network are clearly resolved. The recovered electron density map provides a contrast high enough to estimate nanoscale bone density variations of less than one per cent. We expect this high-resolution tomography technique to provide invaluable information for both the life and materials sciences.
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                    Figure 1: 
                        Experimental set-up and sample.
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Figure 2: 
                        Projection images reconstructed from ptychographic data.
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Figure 3: 
                        3D rendering of the tomographic reconstruction.
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Figure 4: 
                        Result of tomographic phase reconstruction.
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        Editorial Summary
Nanoscale computed tomography
Established X-ray tomography techniques can reveal the three-dimensional internal structure of entire organisms and of single cells, as well as quantitative information, usually calculated from X-ray attenuation data. A newly emerging X-ray computed tomography technique that uses 'ptychographic' X-ray imaging â€” which can extract detailed phase contrast information from even weakly absorbing objects â€” is now taking quantitative X-ray imaging into the nanoworld. Sensitive to density variations of less than 1%, the potential of the new method is demonstrated by producing three-dimensional images of a bone specimen in which structures on the 100-nanometre scale, such as the osteocyte lacunae and the interconnective canalicular network, are clearly resolved. High-resolution quantitative tomography of this type may find applications in biomedicine and in microanalysis of fossils as well as in materials science.
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